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FOREWORD 

The aim of this paper is to identify the necessary steps to adopt CLIL, as an approach to 

teaching and learning (ch.10). Therefore, what is CLIL (ch.1), the aims of CLIL (ch.2) and its 

application in Europe (ch.3) are quite brief because there is extensive literature on the 

matter. Instead the authors wish to encourage a reflection on the pre-requisites (ch.4), the 

people involved (ch.5),  the  necessary agreements to engage the actors (ch.6), the update 

of the syllabus (ch.7) before introducing CLIL in the classroom (ch.8). Evaluation, as part of 

the whole process, plays a major role and provides precious feedback from teachers and 

students on the effectiveness of the procedures (ch.9). Mobile e-devices, e.g. tablets, smart 

phones, notebooks contribute greatly to make learning more attractive and can become 

along with applications user-friendly instruments to forster education for all (ch.8.4) In 

addition, web data banks and teachers’ associations and networks offer useful examples of 

how to make teachers’ efforts sustainable (ch.11) fostering debates on this issue and 

sharing best practices. 

 

This paper follows a two-year-observation of lessons and practice in two countries (Italy and 

Finland), a survey on the language needs of the two target groups (students and teachers), 

analysis of curricula in Italy and Finland, training, job shadowing, networking and innovative 

apps for educational purposes. 

 

1. WHAT IS CLIL 

CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) is a competence based teaching method. 

It has been practised in European schools for decades, in the form of “immersion” or 

“submersion”, i.e., teaching to the mainstream students in a language of the minority, e.g. 

Swedish for Finland (immersion); or teaching to language minority students in the language 

of the majority (submersion), e.g. in order to integrate migrants in the society (Scott-Beadle 

2014).  

In fact, nowadays we usually keep it in the different sense of “an educational approach in 

which a foreign language is used as the medium of instruction to teach content subjects for 

mainstream students” (Nikula et al. 2013). 

In other words, CLIL means that students learn in L2 what is usually learned in L1. This is 

expected to be rewarding for their standards both in the subject involved and in L2, 

inasmuch CLIL is a competence-based teaching approach. 

“Teaching in a foreign language may be introduced, for instance, (i) to improve foreign 

language proficiency by increasing the pupils' and students' exposure to the foreign 

language, ie. increasing their opportunities to obtain a better knowledge of foreign languages 

in formal schooling than can normally be obtained, (ii) to give a boost to the pupils' and 

students' confidence by letting them experience that they can understand and use the 

language "for real" and, through this, bring about a greater interest in using the language 

and thus also learn more, (iii) to offer a new challenge for teachers who feel that they would 

like to teach in a foreign language for respective reasons, (iv) to make it easier for 

educational institutions to receive foreign students, to promote teacher and student 
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exchange and to respond to the challenge of growing internalisation even 

(Marsh et al. 2015) 

 

 

2. AIMS 

CLIL is meant to improve both the subject and the L2, with a main focus on specific and soft 

competences. 

Its general parameters are called “the 4Cs”, as CLIL develops in four directions: Content, 

Cognition, Communication, Culture (cited in Meyer 2010; de Zarobe 2013; Scott

2014): 

The four C are closely linked, as shown above, because Culture is so implied in the others 

that it is, actually, the centre of the process (Coyle

2011): 
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pic.2 

This is why CLIL plays a key role in improving European students’ awareness of what they 

are, where they want to go and what they share with other people. 

At the same time, CLIL proves to be a useful tool to make learning “more attractive”, as it 

has been the motto of the Erasmusplus project “DiscovertwoCities” (Ref. no.2014-1-FI01-

KA201-000754_2) In this respect, teachers and students have a good chance to be 

pleasantly surprised at the outcomes. 

The aim of this paper is to show that learning by doing and making learning attractive are 

crucial to implement CLIL successfully.  

 

3. OVERVIEW OF CLIL IN EUROPE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION 

In the EU, CLIL is provided as part of the mainstream school education in a number of 

countries, e.g. Austria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 

Lettonia, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Sweden and others. Some Member States have a 

mixed CLIL system, partly in the mainstream education and the rest in pilot projects; others 

recommend CLIL, while keeping it only in pilot projects (source: Eurydice 2016; in this 

respect, a remarkable upgrade has been implemented by many nations in the last decade, 

see Eurydice 2006; Eurydice 2012). 
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“In Finland, CLIL has not been "pinned down" by any narrow or explicit definitions, and it 

has, at least up till now, escaped any narrow "orthodoxy" in terms of its goals and 

methodology. CLIL has been interpreted in a broad sense, to cover the use of a foreign 

language in teaching ranging from very short units or substantial courses, or varying degrees 

of the curricula. There has been no “a priori preference” for having language teachers 

teaching content or subject teachers using a foreign language in their teaching. It has been 

recognised that the reasons for introducing teaching through a foreign language may be 

diverse and reflect contextual constraints and priorities. 

[...]Since the early 1980s the Finnish government has issued several policy documents 

aiming to diversify the range of foreign languages studied (partly to combat the dominance of 

English in relation to pupil/student’s subject choice) and to improve the general standard of 

language proficiency. One such measure was the introduction of an optional second foreign 

language in grade 5 (age range 11-12 years) to follow the introduction of the first foreign 

language in grade 3 (age-range 9-10 years). This was first explored in pilot schools in 1987 

and has since become part of the mainstream system. Another measure was the 

introduction of the IB schools in the first years of the 1990s to supplement the five foreign 

language schools in Helsinki. A working party set up by the Ministry of Education 

recommended in 1989 that teaching in a foreign language (CLIL) should be made available 

in Finnish schools.  In earlier times, the languages of instruction were either Finnish or 

Swedish, with a special dispensation that allowed the use of a foreign languages in special 

temporary circumstances. However, since 1991 the municipalities, schools and teachers can 

use a foreign language to teach any subject as in CLIL. [...] Thus the situation in initial 

training suggests that CLIL is not incorporated into teacher training programmes very 

extensively, and is offered as an ‘internationalization’ course or offered as an elective which 

involves a minimal workload. However, as we shall see below, CLIL training is happening in 

a practical manner in the teacher training schools themselves but even this tends to be 

extremely small-scale” (D. Marsh et al. 2015). 

 

Despite its long experience in the field, CLIL has met resistance and it is still a “special 

guest” in many state schools across Europe. 

Resistance is based on various grounds, both objective and subjective: 

a. difficulty in recruiting teachers qualified both in their subject(s) and in L2; 

b. little incentives for schools/teachers; 

c. teachers/students’ anxiety over their performances. 

Experience shows that fears are mostly unjustified: schools, teachers and students can only 

benefit from a breakthrough in CLIL. 

 

 

4. ASSUMPTIONS 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching and 

Assessment (CEFR), as a result of long research work and agreement at EU level, provides 

the framework to start from and to plan any CLIL activity (see the table below, in COMMON 
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EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE FOR LANGUAGES: LEARNING, 

TEACHING, ASSESSMENT-COE, p. 24).  

 

This framework can apply to the language needs of both teachers and students since 

language competence is inflected according to descriptors and levels based on a hands-on 

approach. In addition, it may function as a self-evaluation or placement tool for all users. 

 

Accordingly, teachers should deal with CLIL depending on their real language competence, 

as explained in chapter 5. Language tasks would be minimal if teachers are not proficient, 

thus leaving room for knowledge acquisition with the support of new technologies. 

However, a reflection on the aims of the use of the language must be crucial for all those 

engaged in the learning process: i.e. teachers, practitioners, researchers, learners. 

 

“Language use, embracing language learning, comprises the actions performed by persons 

who as individuals and as social agents develop a range of competences, both general and 

in particular communicative language competences. They draw on the competences at their 

disposal in various contexts under various conditions and under various constraints to 

engage in language activities involving language processes to produce and/or receive texts 

in relation to themes in specific domains, activating those strategies which seem most 

appropriate for carrying out the tasks to be accomplished. The monitoring of these actions by 

the participants leads to the reinforcement or modification of their competences.” (COMMON 

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE FOR LANGUAGES: LEARNING, 

TEACHING, ASSESSMENT, p. 9) 
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           pic.3 

 

 

5.THE ACTORS:  

 

a. Headmasters 

 

CLIL in Italy is ruled and applied pursuant Act 107/2015,  therefore Headmasters  act 

accordingly. The Headmaster’s role is to investigate the capacity of the institution.   

It is fully acknowledged that Headmasters support and trigger new initiatives. 
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b.Teachers 

 

In Italy, quite general instructions concerning CLIL training aim at leaving schools a certain 

degree of autonomy stirring creativity. But, instead of driving the innovative process, this 

policy often risks being highly ineffective for the achievement of homogeneous standards. 

 

Therefore, as stated above, the success of CLIL relies mostly on the efforts of CLIL 

teachers. According to the Italian Ministry of Education guidelines, CLIL teachers are  

identified with Maths and Physics, Science, Art, History and Philosophy teachers with at 

least a C1 (CEFR) level, who have been charged with a new commitment. 

 

In fact, being a CLIL teacher involves new challenges, e.g. extra hours of lesson preparation, 

improving the teacher’s language competence, a new class management, new criteria for 

the evaluation of learning outcomes. These tasks might often result too demanding for the 

subject teacher and too little rewarding in terms of career improvement or acknowledgement. 

In addition, most concerns regard whether subject teachers have the effective language 

competences needed for the teaching and, consequently, if they could manage the subject 

and lesson. 

 

At this point a number of questions raise:  

- Why is CLIL still to be pursued?  

- Actually, what kind of additional effort is required?  

- What worries more subject teachers is the second-language proficiency or is it a new 

methodological approach? 

 

In order to support and encourage practitioners, we suggest a reflection on the framework 

below (Cambridge English, UCLES, 2014) that will make it clear that the language 

requirements weigh in a smaller percentage than the methodological issues and the 

teaching awareness. This means that initially also a teacher at foundation level can engage 

his students in an activity which may have a greater impact on their future careers. In fact, 

reference materials, the use of new applications and the Internet provide great support to 

practitioners. 
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 pic.4 

 

http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/165722-teaching-framework-summary-.pdf 

 

 

b.Students 

 

Students are the ultimate target group. In fact, CLIL offers a great opportunity to all those 

students who may want to open up their careers to a wider labour market. The current 

demand for more specialised job profiles, as well as the new standards for Higher education 

and Research require a good command of the second language in various topics, especially 

because the needs regard higher cognitive levels.  

The table below (see pic. no. 5), a recent update of Bloom’s taxonomy, shows how to grade 

and to select learning activities depending on the subject taught. 
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(Anderson et al. 2001) 
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6. NEGOTIATION 

Negotiation is already applied in education, especially when teachers want to engage and 

motivate their students in taking up more active roles in the learning process. 

Therefore the number of factors contributing to the success and effectiveness of CLIL 

requires negotiation between the actors.  

The table below shows the possible agreements between the actors: 

 

 

 

                    HEADMASTER                     > <                     TEACHERS 

                     TEACHER                            > <                      TEACHER 

                     TEACHER                            > <                      STUDENTS 

                     STUDENT                            > <                      STUDENT 

 

CLIL in Italy is ruled and applied pursuant Act 107/2015,  therefore Headmasters  act 

accordingly. The Headmaster’s role is to investigate the capacity of the institution. The 

negotiation between the Headmaster and teachers regards  

 

                        a. teachers’ competences to apply CLIL methodology in the classroom 

            b. timetable and planning  

            c. incentives and administrative matters.  

 

In fact school autonomy (pursuant Act 59/1997-D.P.R. 275/1999) leaves schools free to 

manage their funding according to internal negotiation, but so far CLIL does not seem to 

have acquired such a central role among the great many daily teaching challenges. In 

addition, the limits imposed by the law, namely teachers’ C1 CEFR level or the subject 

taught, exclude those teachers willing to get engaged. 

If on the one hand, CLIL policy offers an opportunity for real interaction between teachers 

within each course and it encourages the search for new learning strategies, on the other 

there are still many concerns regarding CLIL because it is considered too demanding. 

Negotiation might be a necessary step to come to a gradual introduction of CLIL, to the take-

over of responsibilities and to the establishment of a working group. 

The teacher has to introduce clearly  the aims of her/his CLIL course and state the 

advantages of CLIL, thus keeping students’ interests and motivations high. Teacher and 

students have to agree beforehand on the expected learning outcomes in the subject taught 

and in the second language. More importantly the teacher should highlight that although the 

CLIL course might involve an effort on their part, it will turn to be rewarding in the long run, 

i.e. Job profile, CV.  

At this point an introductory lesson would be necessary to provide students with basic CLIL 

lexis. It is also advisable to establish working groups to identify roles within the classroom, 

and to build together the learning plan (see pic. no. 5).  
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It is well-known that students engage more willingly, if they can choose which working-group 

they would belong to and if they can choose their roles within the team. However, we would 

suggest swapping students and roles during their course, in order to give a chance to 

everyone in the group. 

 

7. CROSS CURRICULAR PLANS 

Following negotiation, a pro-active teaching and learning environment is expected. CLIL 

encourages a cross-curricular approach to enhance higher cognitive skills, i.e. remembering, 

understanding, applying, analysing, evaluating, creating, co-operative learning and 

communication skills (see pic no. 5) 

However, a selection of knowledge, skills and competences (KSC) of curricula is necessary 

for the simplification of the learning process. 

An example is provided in the annexes (see Annex 1. Albano during the Middle Ages). We 

can infer, that the learning objectives belong mainly to the KNOWLEDGE dimension, 

whereas communication in a second language represents the SKILLS and the soft 

COMPETENCES developed within the CLIL approach, as well as its added value. This 

pattern fits the above mentioned “four Cs” ( see pics 1 and 2) where CONTENT stands for 

KNOWLEDGE, COMMUNICATION for SKILLS and COGNITION and CULTURE for 

COMPETENCES. 

One significant issue of the evaluation of the project “DiscovertwoCities” has led to the 

understanding that there are the same learning outcomes at  the end of each grade in Italy 

and in Finland even though textbooks and the workload are not the same. 

 

8. GUIDELINES 

The common objectives and implementation of the Erasmusplus project 

“DISCOVERTTWOCITIES” have inspired the authors to identify the following points: 

8.1 KEEP IT SIMPLE 

Keep the learning objectives simple and clear; try not to be too ambitious since the learning 

outcomes must be achieved in a language other than the mother tongue. 

 

The CLIL approach requires the same amount of time in sketching the lesson plan as any 

subject lesson plan.  

 

 

Remember that the focus of the lesson will be geared mostly on culture, content and 

cognition while communication will play a complementary role. 

 

Engagement is important to activate motivations in students who are the prime actors of the 

learning process. Negotiation might be necessary. 
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Start the lesson sharing the targets of the lesson, i. e.  context, topic, procedures, the kind of 

activities (reading, writing, listening or speaking) with students, writing them on the 

whiteboard or giving them handouts. 

 

Pre-teach CLIL vocabulary or make students familiar with the basic language seems a good 

hint, when in the classroom there are weak students. The teacher can present the lesson 

directly stating the learning objectives including the new vocabulary. However, ‘scaffolding’ is 

a quite common teaching technique, namely the teacher should divide the learning objective 

into smaller chunks easier to catch. 

 

8.2 ESTABLISH A WORKING GROUP  

WITHIN YOUR COURSE/CLASS 

Learner autonomy is still little practised in some courses. Instead, giving students their own 

responsibility in the class results far more effective than teacher centred lessons. As 

anticipated in ch. 6, group work is attractive and engaging for students: “it was fun to work 

together as a group and the task itself was challenging” (quotation from the CLIL lessons 

“Eliot & Classics”, V E, Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale, March 2016, see Annex 3). 

Co-operative learning is definitely far more attractive. Students can manage their own 

learning time in smaller groups, the teacher can monitor them and follow better weaker 

students. 

 

8.3 SET ROLES IN THE CLASSROOM 

Classroom management is relevant. Establishing roles in the classroom makes students 

more responsible towards their learning while working together. Groups of four can be 

formed with a speaker, a writer, a moderator, an observer. Thus, the teacher can easily 

monitor progress. When completed the task, the teacher can activate her/his strategies, 

posing questions or setting tasks which would stir the cultural and cognitive processes within 

students’ pairs or teams. Initially students may ask for help and recur to their mother tongue 

if they find it too difficult, but they will soon get familiar with the assignment. 

 

8.4 SUPPORT YOUR TEACHING WITH DIGITAL AIDS 

Today ICT plays a crucial role in teaching. It provides teachers with a wide offer of materials, 

tools, applications which make teaching lighter and learning more attractive.  

To have ready-made reference materials (e.g. handouts, power point, prezi,  web links 

selected for reading, watching or listening activities) may ease the teacher’s task and raise 

an interest on the new topic dealt with, thus drawing the attention away from the teacher’s 

performance in the second language.  
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At the same time it eases the subject teacher’s task of giving his/her lesson, reducing 

considerably his/her speaking time. 

 

8.5 PLAN YOUR LESSON  

ACCORDING TO A FRAMEWORK (KSC) 

Teachers are used to the following pattern: presentation of the subject, guided practice, free 

practice, assessment, evaluation. At the beginning of the lesson write your intentions and the 

learning objectives on the whiteboard. This would help learners saving energies for the real 

core of the lesson. 

Use the framework Knowledge, Skills and Competences (KSC). You can also share the file 

with your students or give them print-outs, so that they can keep a record of what you are 

building together. 

 

KNOWLEDGE  SKILLS  COMPETENCE  

Electoral systems in Europe skimming 
scanning 

- analysing and comparing 
the various   systems 
- evaluating data 
- creating a new text 
 
 

 

 

8.6 DEVELOP READING SKILLS: skimming and scanning in 

L2 

Reading is crucial in classroom activities. It paves the way to effective learning enhancing 

students’ understanding and engagement. 

There are different ways of reading. Skimming and scanning are two ways of fast reading. 

Skimming is reading to get the gist of the text; scanning is reading through a text to search 

for  relevant information. 

Initially, you might need to pre-teach reading techniques i.e. “skimming” and “scanning”. 

However, proficient students should be familiar with them and respond to your prompt 

accordingly.  

These techniques help to identify the learning objectives in the text.  

 

8.7 FOCUS ON KEY WORDS  

Identify the keywords in the text, asking students to circle them and to copy them down in 

their notebooks or pads and to search for definitions if necessary. Inference questions may 

be asked at this point, students’ answers will provide feedback of their stage in the learning 
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process. This will facilitate the intake of new concepts. The teacher will monitor, support and 

lead the discussion. 

 

8.8 DEVELOP WRITING SKILLS 

Production is a necessary phase in learning; it shows how much students have learnt during 

the process. Assign students tasks depending on the school grade and language level. 

Easier tasks at the beginning, e.g. sketch an outline, simple operations, graphs, matching 

concepts and developing new paragraphs, mind maps. Then introduce gradually reporting 

and problem solving. 

 

8.9 ENHANCE KEY COMPETENCES 

The subject learning (i.e. Maths, Science, History, Philosophy) along with the intercultural 

dimension, learner autonomy, team work, initiative taking seem to be the most relevant 

outcomes of the use of CLIL in the classroom. These achievements fit in the ambitious goals 

set by the European Union with the Recommendation on the Key Competences for Lifelong 

learning. 

 

8.10 EVALUATE 

So far evaluation sounds the most crucial factor in achieving CLIL objectives. What is the 

actual object of evaluation? Do criteria mirror the objectives set at the beginning? Are criteria 

focused more on knowledge, or skills and competences? What kind of knowledge are 

students required to have (factual, technical, academic)? Was their foreign language 

competence sufficient to perform the task? Was it necessary to pre-teach vocabulary? Have 

the key words been re-used in their group reports? 

Were students already familiar with the reading techniques required to perform the task (e.g. 

skimming vs. scanning, intensive reading vs. extensive reading)? What other skills are 

students required to have? Are these skills used in an isolated or integrated approach 

(e.g.reading and/or writing)? Are students able to present the outcome of their research 

work? Has the activity raised an awareness of students’ “learning process”? 

Definitely, the evaluation of the subject has a major weight in the evaluation phase. Testing 

should take into account that students are working in a second language, so testing time 

should be sufficient for them to complete the assignment, questions or tasks should be 

consequent with the language used and the activities performed in the classroom. In 

addition, CLIL strengthens students’ awareness of their own competences and stimulates a 

new attitude to error correction. 
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8.11 MAKE IT SUSTAINABLE 

Sustainability depends on a number of factors, including economic resources.  

If schools can manage the initial drawbacks of CLIL, the gradual adjustment of roles and 

curricula, then it would be smoother because CLIL would be considered worthwhile. 

There are a number of applications of CLIL. School exchanges and school trips offer 

immediate application of what is learnt in the classroom. Nowadays the web stores offer 

plenty of applications enhancing teachers’ initiatives and creativity. 

Wi-fi, ICT rooms, interactive whiteboards, tablets are ideal for any CLIL activity, but smart 

phones or print-outs can also serve the need. 

 

CONCLUSIONS. TOWARDS A NEW CLIL PERSPECTIVE 

 

On special occasions, such as presentation of new subjects, school visits or 

European projects, a CLIL approach can be a key resource to enhance the learning 

outcomes  and to increase efficiency in terms of teaching and learning. 

Mobility is the perfect test bed for CLIL since what is learnt in the classroom can 

practised in real contexts. Mobile devices and applications support CLIL learning 

when outside the classroom since nearly everyone owns a mobile phone and Wi-Fi 

hotspots are popping up everywhere. Thus teaching and learning will become lighter 

and more attractive. Instead of being banned, mobile devices can be used also in the 

classroom to replace the lack of one to one equipment in most schools. Teachers 

should encourage the fair use of the internet according to classroom rules and the 

netiquette. Feedback will show students engaged in more motivating activities. 

Experience shows that CLIL-related concerns are mostly unjustified and that a CLIL 

module can be tailor-made for every school level and grade. 

That is why this paper offers a guideline towards a simpler and user-friendly CLIL 

perspective. 
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ANNEXES 

 

Annex 1. Albano during the Middle Ages  

(class VG 2015/2016, Liceo Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale) 
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Annex 2a. Eliot & Classics. ICT research CLIL in Latin & Greek Literature  

(class VE 2015/2016, Liceo Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale) 

TEXTS  PROCESS METHODOLOGY KNOWLEDGE SKILLS EXPECTED 

OUTCOME 

Eliot, The 

Waste 

Land 

(1922),  

I. The 

Burial of 

the Dead, 

vv. 1-42 

  

Unreal City, 

vv. 60-76 

  

III. The Fire 

Sermon, 

vv. 203-256 

Research 

work 

Mapping a 

hypertext[1]; 

Using web tools 

(e.g. databases[2] 

& lexica[3]) 

Greek and Latin 

Language and 

Literature 

  

Anglo-American 

literature at the 

beginning of 20th 

century 

  

Bibliographical 

criteria 

Reading (L2) 

texts, notes 

and paratexts 

Database & 

Hypertext 

orienteering 

Selecting 

research 

(lexical & 

literary) 

subjects 

and aims 

Cooperative 

learning 

Reading 

Greek and 

Latin texts & 

web tools 

Production of 

cohesive and 

coherent oral texts 

aiming at 

defending opinions 

and explaining 

discoveries 

Collecting 

data 

Negotiating the 

research subjects 

and aims 

Translating to 

and from L2 

(Greek- 

English / 

Latin-English 

and vice 

versa) 

Improving 

communicative 

competence 

Refining 

queries 

ICT research 

(databases, lexica, 

hypertext) 

Classifying 

data & 

sources 

Improving 

individual 

awareness and 

autonomy 

Collating 

sources 

Monitoring Comparing 

texts & 

sources 

Ability to choose 

across and within 

subjects 

Comparing 

literatures 

Class Discussion Problem 

solving 

Intercultural 

competence 

Writing a 

diary of the 

work 

Sharing results via 

etwinning platform, 

blogs & teachers’ 

working group 

Writing & 

correcting 

papers 

Dissemination 
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[1] http://eliotswasteland.tripod.

[2] Thesaurus Graecae Linguae (TLG)

[3] Liddell-Scott-Jones (LSJ) http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/lsj/#eid=1&context=lsj

Annex 2b. CLIL final evaluation 

( class VE, Liceo Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale)

 

Below average 1 

Average 4 

Fairly good 9 

Good 6 

Very good 3 

Excellent  1 

TOTAL 24 students  
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CLIL final evaluation - Eliot & Classics  

( class VE, Liceo Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale) 

4,1% 

16,6% 

37,5 

25% 

12,5% 

4,1% 

100% 
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http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/lsj/#eid=1&context=lsj 
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Annex 3. Students’ comments (Liceo Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale) 

 

“The Clil project is an initiative by our Greek and Latin teacher, who wanted us to experience 

what it is like to be a philologist by searching for Latin and Greek sources in Eliot’s texts. 

The students in our class were divided into 5 groups.” (Martina Ferraro) 

“To accomplish our task we used many tools, from the brand new school's tablets to our own 

old dictionaries. Google was our main research tool, although we used the sites our teacher 

gave us, such as the hypertext of the work (http://eliotswasteland.tripod.com/, now available 

at http://archive.is/http://eliotswasteland.tripod.com/) and the Greek Thesaurus 

(http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/lsj).” (Lucia Giovannetti) 

“(…) doing this experience has been a very important occasion, in fact it gives us the chance 

to see how the different subjects are linked together, and above all how much is important 

working on different levels not considering only one aspect.” (Benedetta Micheli) 

“I have to admit that at first I was doubtful about this experience, and I expected it to be 

really different. In the end it was fun to work together as a group and the work itself was 

interesting to do.”  (Lucia Giovannetti) 

“When we started this research I honestly did not expect much. (...) By going deeper in the 

text and in the references, a whole new world opens in front of you and I was amazed how 

everything has a connection and gives you new feelings or bring back old ones. (...) You 

actually realize how everything that you study can come together and make a beautiful thing 

such as "The Waste Land". I really had to rethink myself.” (Diana Caileanu) 

“In the first hour of the CLIL we were maybe not very self-aware and  confident, as it was the 

first time we actually did something like that. But we did get self-aware, self confident, 

autonomous and I think especially creative. We are now conscious that the literature does not 

stop behind two pages of a schoolbook, but goes much deeper, and that's the beauty of it.”   

(Anna Lanzidei) 

“The research was an amazing experience. Everybody had a different job in the groups so I 

felt really useful since I was using the tablet to search the hypertext.” (Susan Maria Sica)  

“We researched on the internet the first quotation of the poem The Waste Land by Eliot and 

we find out that it was a quotation by Petronius and it means: For with my own eyes I saw the 

Sybil hanging in a bottle, and when the young boys asked her: -Sybil, what do you want? She 

replied: -I want to die.” 

“The Burial of the Dead (I). [...] Theme of the burial: Aeneid, book XI. There is a ceasefire of 

twelve days so that both the sides can bury their deads (Pallas’ death, the son of king 

Evander). In the Iliad the dead heroes (Patroclus, Hector) are burnt on a funeral pyre.” 

(Martina Galli) 

«My group and I focused on a few verses of the third "chapter" of the text, The fire sermon. 

Our attention was caught by the word foresuffer (III 15), because none of us knew this word, 

even though we could guess its meaning. We discovered that the word was a neologism of 

the author. The character of Tiresias, who unifies the ancient world with the modern one, says 
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the word. Our theory is that the poet creates this word to make the reader understand that 

predicting the future, as Tiresias does, is indeed suffering.» (Lucia Giovannetti) 

“Interested by the word foresuffered (III 15), we looked for its Greek correspondent on the 

internet, but in the end we discovered that it’s just a neologism created by Eliot himself. 

During our internet research (…) we spotted by chance the site “ricerca.repubblica.it”. There 

we discovered that Eliot uses the verb “foretold” before and then he just changes the verb 

from “tell” to “suffer”. (…) we searched for the Greek verb for “to suffer” and we have found 

with pleasure that the verb χράω both means “to suffer” and “to predict”. On the online 

dictionary we then eventually found the existence of the word προπάσχω which is actually 

the correspondent of “foresuffer”. Foresight, suffering and loneliness are here joined together, 

condition that belongs not only to the prophet but also [to] the hero who knows his own 

destiny. We strongly think that this circumstance resemble the tradition of the πάθει µάθος 

[Aeschylus Agamemnon 177], the acquisition of knowledge through suffering.” (Anna 

Lanzidei) 

 “What Eliot wants to recreate, using all these quotes from different authors, is the chaos of 

the modern society, in fact he does not expect that all the readers could understand all the 

quotes but he is sure that this sort of confusion create the same feelings and emotions in 

everybody who read the text.” (Benedetta Micheli) 
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Annex 4. Elections in Europe. Finland & Italy: a comparison - CLIL work 2016  

(class VG, Liceo Ugo Foscolo, Albano Laziale) 

 

The fie is available by clicking on the following link: 

  

http://www.liceougofoscolo.gov.it/Download/risorse/Archivio%20Didattico/LEGGI%20ELE

TTORALI.pdf  (see pp. 27-45) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


